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Page 808.   
Remark to the Statement 2a.   
The Statement 2a is a corollary of the Statement 2.   
 
Corrections to the Fact 8.  
There written:  
Fact 8 (the rule of a set of isolated common covariates). Let  yx Ds  be true in a DAG, 
and let R  be the set of all vertices dependent simultaneously on x  and y , i.e. we have 
)}(&)Ds(|{ yrDsxrr R ; at the same time, the inequality |R| 2 is true and, 
for each pair of Rzr,  we have  zr Ds . Then there is the edge x —y  or the set R  is the 
unique locally minimal separator for the pair ( yx, ).  
Correct formulation is as follows:  
Fact 8 (the rule of a set of isolated common covariates). Let  yx Ds  be true in a DAG, 
and let R  be the set of all vertices dependent simultaneously on x  and y , i.e. we have 
)}(&)Ds(|{ yrDsxrr R . If for each vertex Rr  and each ryxz ,,  we 
have  zr Ds , then either there is the edge x — y  or the set R  is the unique locally 
minimal separator for the pair ( yx, ).  
 
Page 812.   
Correction to the “adjacency resolution” and the “Express resolution of adjacency”.  
There written:  
Adjacency resolution. If any candidate for separators remains for a pair of associated 
vertices ( yx, ) that is not sifted out, then there is the edge x — y .  
Correct formulation is as follows:  
Adjacency resolution. If there is no one candidate for member of separating set for a pair of 
associated vertices ( yx, ), or if each such candidate is rejected (disproved by any of the rules 
above), then there edge x — y  is present in the model.  
 
Also there written:  
Express resolution of adjacency. If, for a pair of vertices ( yx, ), no rejected potential pivot 
of a separator remains, then there is the edge x — y .   
Correct formulation is as follows:  
Express-resolution of adjacency. If there is no one potential pivot of separating set for a pair 
of associated vertices ( yx, ), or if each such potential pivot is rejected, then there edge x — y  
is present in the model.  
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